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In the spring of 1944, on the eastern front of India near the Burmese border, the seemingly
unstoppable Imperial Japanese Army suffered the worst defeat in its history at the hands of
Lieutenant General William Slim’s British XIV Army, most of whose units were drawn from the
little-esteemed Indian Army. Triumph at Imphal-Kohima tells the largely unknown story of how an
army that Winston Churchill had once dismissed as “a welter of lassitude and inefficiency” came
to achieve such an unlikely, unprecedented, and critical victory for the Allied forces in World War
II.Long the British Empire’s strategic reserve, the Indian Army had been comprehensively
defeated in Malaya and Burma in 1941–1943. Military historian Raymond Callahan chronicles
the remarkable exercise in institutional transformation that remade the British Indian forces to
reverse those losses. With the invaluable help of the American DC-3 on the Burma front, Slim
overhauled the British XIV Army with the Imperial Japanese Army's strategic weaknesses in
mind; namely, an utter disregard for logistics and an unrelenting addiction to the attack. Callahan
shows how, on an enormous battlefield—over five hundred miles from north to south—the XIV
Army surmounted the challenges of terrain, disease, wretched communication, and climate to
draw the Imperial forces under Lieutenant General Mutaguchi Renya ever deeper into ever
stronger British defensive arrays until the Japanese Army’s vaunted offensive aggression finally
exhausted itself.Following this epic battle from build-up to aftermath, this book brings overdue
detailed attention to Lieutenant General William Slim’s handling of perhaps the most complex
battle any Allied commander fought during World War II—and to the long-belittled British Indian
Army that became the magnificent fighting force that triumphed at Imphal-Kohima and went on
to reconquer Burma.
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1943–1944Preface and AcknowledgmentsThe battle of Imphal . . . is not easy to follow.—Field
Marshal Sir William Slim, 1956This is a very considerable understatement, as anyone who has
studied the battle can attest.1 It was fought over a period of some ten months—most of 1944—
from the preliminary Japanese operations in February until the conclusion of the “monsoon
pursuit” in the autumn. It pitted Lieutenant General William Slim’s British XIV Army (in fact largely
Indian, Gurkha, and African) against the Japanese Fifteenth Army. It was fought on an enormous
battlefield—more than three hundred miles from north to south, far larger than any European
battlefield, except those of the Eastern Front. When it was over, Slim’s XIV Army had inflicted on
the Japanese the worst military defeat in modern Japanese history, virtually destroying Fifteenth
Army and opening the way to the campaign in which Slim would reconquer Burma the following
year, destroying the entire Japanese Burma Area Army (the equivalent of a British army group)



in the process. Slim’s victory was overshadowed in Britain at the time by war news from closer to
home—the grinding struggles at Cassino and in the Anzio beachhead, the looming cross-
channel invasion, and the beginnings of the “V” weapon assault. Later it would be largely ignored
in Churchill’s war memoirs and overshadowed in British historical writing by the generation-long
fascination with the desert war against Rommel. Only in recent years have Slim’s campaigns
been recognized for what they are: brilliant exercises in leadership by the finest British army
commander since Wellington.Slim’s 1944 victory, often called “Imphal-Kohima,” was fought in a
landscape some of which had not been mapped, and sustained by a highly precarious supply
system. Slim was additionally burdened by a nominal American subordinate whose agenda did
not include wholehearted cooperation with British allies, and also a British military eccentric who
had, as a result of Churchill’s patronage, a large private army whose separate (and largely
irrelevant) operations Slim had nonetheless to support. Then, of course, there was the Imperial
Japanese Army, which, despite considerable shortcomings in areas like supply and operational
direction, was a ferocious and unyielding opponent, whose rank and file could be depended on
to fight and die where they stood rather than accept defeat.The fact that Slim won a total victory,
despite the many handicaps, suggests that Imphal should receive more attention than it has.
One explanation for this comparative neglect amid the libraries of books on World War II is the
nature of the army Slim commanded.2 Officially “British,” it was in fact largely drawn, like Slim
himself, from Britain’s other army: the Indian Army. Long one of the props of imperial Britain, the
Indian Army had fared ill in the opening stages of the war against Japan, largely for reasons
beyond its control. Then during 1943, in a remarkable exercise in military transformation, it
remade itself. Slim’s victories of 1944 were the capstone on that process of regeneration. But
when Imphal was won, the Indian Army of the British Raj had only three years to live—ahead lay
independence, the partition of the subcontinent, and the division of the army between India and
Pakistan.Despite Slim’s remarkable personal account, Defeat Into Victory, one of the best
military memoirs in the language, the Indian Army and its achievements in the last war it would
fight under the British flag faded from the consciousness of a Britain rapidly becoming
postimperial. Much of the writing on the battle focused on one of its most dramatic episodes, the
siege of Kohima, where a small garrison made a heroic stand to hold a key point against huge
odds. The comparative neglect of the Imphal battle is understandable—up to a point. British
national strategy during the war focused intently on the European theater. Afterward, historical
attention followed wartime strategic focus. This European bias was given a powerful nudge by
Winston Churchill, who had always disliked and distrusted the Indian Army and who, in Closing
the Ring, gave Imphal barely a page—and mentioned neither Slim nor XIV Army by
name.Churchill had swept Imphal and XIV Army’s entire campaign to the margins of his
narrative, yet they did not attain even that position in the American telling. American interest in
the war against Japan had, of course, always centered on the exploits of the fast carrier task
forces and the Marine Corps combat epics that carried US forces across the vast reaches of the
Pacific. The Forgotten Army, as XIV Army was known during the war, became the “overlooked”



army as the narrative of Britain’s war took shape afterward and the “unknown” army in the United
States. Lately historical attention has begun to focus on what Slim and the Indian Army
accomplished in Burma and so an account centered on Imphal when that accomplishment first
became manifest seems timely.Because this book is written with a general readership in mind, it
begins with the backstory, a brief account of the most remarkable institution created by the
British Empire, the Indian Army, as well as the early career of William Joseph Slim, the last—and
greatest—of what Napoleon once called the “sepoy generals” produced by that army. Napoleon
did not intend his remark—made about Wellington—to be flattering. Many British Army officers
were similarly dismissive of their Indian Army counterparts. Wellington of course won—so did
Slim, the greatest British army commander since the Iron Duke, leading his service to a sunset
moment of victory.This is a work of synthesis, the result of years of reading and thinking about
the subject, since my interest in it was first kindled by reading Slim’s Defeat Into Victory as an
undergraduate. During the decades since, I have accumulated numerous debts, to students,
colleagues, libraries, and archives, a list too long to enumerate. I am very grateful to them all. I
would, however, like to acknowledge two friends and fellow historians in particular: Alan Jeffreys
of the Imperial War Museum, and Professor Daniel Marston of the Australian National University
—both outstanding historians of the Indian Army of the Raj. Their impeccable scholarship has
illuminated my own understanding of that fascinating institution and conversation with them has
been very helpful as I finished this book. I would also like to thank Jennifer Ferris, who turned my
handwriting into usable text.Finally, my thanks to Mike Briggs of the University Press of Kansas,
who, over many years, has encouraged and supported me, doing far more than an editor’s job
description required.The greatest of my debts is acknowledged in the dedication. I began
thinking about this book shortly before my wife was diagnosed with Stage IV cancer. From time
to time during the years of treatment that followed, encouraged by her, I would jot down some
ideas, even whole paragraphs (some of which in my handwritten first draft contain her editorial
corrections). After her death I put it all away. When I eventually retrieved it from a drawer, several
years later, I remembered that Mary Helen always told me that historians wrote too much for one
another and not enough for a wider readership. I hope she would have approved of this effort to
heed that advice, and that my daughter, Sarah, will see it as the fruit of the loving support she
has unfailingly given me.—Raymond CallahanNewark, DelawareSeptember 20161Monsoon,
1942On a May morning during Burma’s 1942 monsoon season, a deeply tired acting lieutenant
general stood beside a “track”—a rough unsurfaced road—on the edge of the Imphal Plain in
eastern India, close to India’s border with Burma. For two months he had led “Burcorps” (Burma
Corps) as, under continuous Japanese pressure, it withdrew from Burma. Now that withdrawal—
the longest retreat in British military history—was over.1 What was left of Burcorps was trudging
up the muddy track from the Chindwin River, where, lacking the ability to ferry them across, the
last of their wheeled and tracked vehicles, together with artillery, had been wrecked and
abandoned. As they marched, they passed the pathetic human wreckage left by the columns of
mostly Indian refugees who had trudged out of India before and beside them, falling victim all



too often to hostile Burmese or dying by the roadside of disease and exhaustion.As he stood
there, the general was conscious that he had made mistakes, some quite costly, during the
retreat. He also knew that, while now safe from Japanese pursuit, the rest and recuperation that
his troops so badly needed and so richly deserved did not await them at Imphal. The formation
holding what was now the front line against the Japanese, the 23rd Indian Division, was dangling
at the very end of the war’s most precarious line of communication. On short rations itself, there
was little it could do for the decimated and tattered ranks of Burcorps. The army commander
responsible for Imphal disliked the general and seemed both indifferent to the plight of the
Burcorps remnants and disdainful of both them and their commander.As he stood watching his
men file past, looking like scarecrows but still behaving like soldiers, a grim determination
formed in the mind of this -formidable-looking man. He would fix what was wrong, eliminate the
mistakes, including his own, that had led to defeat—and then redeem that defeat with victory.
Two years later, Lieutenant General William Slim of the Indian Army’s 6th Gurkha Rifles would do
just that—at Imphal. The best way to begin an account of how that transformation and the victory
that followed came about is with a look at the service to which Slim and most of Burcorps
belonged—the Indian Army of the British Raj.2The Indian ArmyThe Indian Army was created by
a trading company, and the shadow of its origins hovered over it until the end, affecting in
important ways even the Burma campaign (at which point the Indian Army was some two
centuries old). The East India Company began operations in India early in the seventeenth
century (roughly coeval with English settlement at Jamestown). Almost from the beginning, it
had employed Indians as guards and watchmen for its “factories,” as trading stations were
known. The principal factories became cities and regional Company headquarters, known as
“Presidency towns”—Bombay, Madras, Calcutta (today Mumbai, Chennai, and Koalkata)—as
the Company’s wealth and penetration of the subcontinent increased. In the mid-eighteenth
century, in response to both the threats and opportunities offered by the decline of the Mughal
Empire, as well as the challenge posed by an aggressive rival, the French East India Company,
the Company’s factory guards morphed into three small Presidency armies. Armies, however,
require officers, and here a problem arose.The British Army, whose continuous institutional
history begins with the 1660 Restoration of the Stuart monarchy at the end of Britain’s civil wars,
was officered in a way that reflected not only the structure of British society but one of the key
lessons learned by the monarchy and the British governing class from those wars. The Royalists
had been defeated, Charles I beheaded, and Britain ruled for a dozen years by a professional
army, the New Model Army, and its commander, Lieutenant General Oliver Cromwell. The New
Model was officered, in part at least, by base-born men (working-class or -lower-middle-class in
our categorization), not at all the sort who had traditionally provided military and political
leadership in Britain. When Cromwell’s death (1658) and fissures in the New Model’s unity
opened the way for the Restoration and the end of Britain’s only experience with military rule,
steps were taken to see that it was never repeated. Officers henceforth purchased their
commissions and every subsequent step in rank up to colonel. They were not only the King’s



officers but also drawn from that strata of British society whose ability to purchase commissions
meant they had a strong vested interest in the existing social and political structure. There would
never again be an army officered by outsiders to threaten British society’s natural rulers. In 1688,
in a coda to the civil wars, the Glorious Revolution asserted—among many other things—the
supremacy of the landed governing class in parliament over the King’s army but did nothing to
change the social base of the officer corps (which can not unfairly be described for the next two
centuries as the landed governing class in uniform). Purchase, although often criticized, endured
until 1870. Even when, in the teeth of bitter resistance, purchase was ended, the officer corps of
the British Army preserved its peculiar recruitment policies in a slightly different way. An officer’s
pay was low, but his expenses were not. The gap was covered by private means—that is,
personal and family wealth. By 1870, wealth derived from sources other than land was
increasingly dominant in Britain, but that was largely screened out of the officer corps by the
filter of the regimental system. The Crown bestowed a commission, but it was the officers of the
regiment who decided whether to accept a new member. Thus wealth of the wrong sort, or
someone from an unacceptable background, however wealthy, could be barred unofficially but
effectively from the officer corps. This variant on purchase lasted until World War II. Bernard
Fergusson, who fought in Burma, joined a Highland regiment, the Black Watch, in the
mid-1930s. The private means necessary to join the officers’ mess of the Black Watch was
greater than the annual income of most Britons at that date—one of Fergusson’s fellow
subalterns even brought his butler with him. This system did not prevent men of ability from
becoming officers and rising to the top (and the British Army’s gunners and sappers—artillery
and engineers—were always a partial exception), but its class basis, and class outlook, stood in
total contrast to the army the East India Company created in the second half of the eigh-teenth
century.The Company did not have to concern itself with controlling any threat by its standing
army to the existing British social and political order (it did, however, decide at an early date not
to officer its armies with Indians). It simply wanted an army that would be effective and as cheap
as possible. The former proved surprisingly easy to attain; the latter would prove very elusive.
The effectiveness of the Company’s armies had little to do with the Company itself. It was the
product of exporting the end result of Europe’s two-centuries-long Military Revolution and putting
it to work in a setting where there was nothing comparable.1 The disciplined firepower
developed by carefully trained infantry in linear formation, supported by artillery that had genuine
battlefield mobility, is the most obvious component of this style of warfare. As important,
however, were the crucial underpinnings of battlefield performance: the organizational skills that
raised, equipped, trained, moved, and supplied soldiers, and the financial strength to pay them
while they served and to reward them when discharged. The Indian soldiers (known as “sepoys”)
who conquered India for the Company were, by and large, little different in background from the
armies of the Indian rulers they defeated. The crucial difference was that they were operating
within a structure that maximized the impact of their battlefield courage.The Military Revolution
was brought to India by the officers the Company found for its armies. If the Company had little



to do with the tactical ideas and organizational norms that shaped those armies, it had a
decisive impact on the structure of its officer corps. The Company’s charter conferred sovereign
powers on it—but only in India. Officers commissioned by the Company were officers only east
of the Cape of Good Hope. The Company initially offered neither paid leaves nor pensions (and
pay was not particularly generous). To hold down costs it had no ranks above colonel (and very
few of them) as well as fewer officers per unit than the average British battalion, even though its
battalions were a third larger than comparable British army units. Promotion could be very rapid
in the British Army, driven as it was by purchase. The Company’s armies, in contrast, promoted
by strict seniority, something the officers strongly supported, as it gave everyone a theoretically
equal shot at the few senior positions—even though the very high death rate, largely the result of
climate and disease, meant very few would survive the thirty-year climb to colonel. Given all this,
the obvious question is: Why did anyone choose to enter the Company’s service? The answer is
that India was an opportunity, albeit a very dangerous one, for young men whose family
background, connections, and resources (compendiously known in the eighteenth century as
“interest”) were insufficient for a gentleman’s career at home. The British officers of the Indian
Army were always more middle class than their British Army counterparts, or, as a group of them
put it in the late eighteenth century, “we are men without interest.”Having taken the gamble of
Indian service, the Company’s officers quickly elaborated for themselves a bewildering array of
allowances and perquisites in lieu of high salaries. Growing more ample as one rose in rank,
they could make extremely rich men of the small number who survived to fill the few lieutenant
colonel’s and colonel’s slots available. By the late eighteenth century, the Company’s armies had
made “John Company” the most formidable force in the subcontinent (and the remaining
“country powers,” as the Company’s local rivals were known, were scrambling desperately to
refashion their armies on similar lines). Into this situation, the presence of regular British Army
units introduced, as far as the Company’s officers were concerned, serious and unwelcome
complications. British officers were the King’s officers; the Company’s, the servants of a
merchant corporation. Every British regular automatically outranked every Company officer of
the same grade. Purchase meant a British Army captain could be in late adolescence; an Indian
Army captain might have waited a decade and more for that rank. Moreover, when a British
officer displaced a Company’s officer from a position by virtue of automatically outranking him,
that Company officer often lost the financial perquisites attached to the position. (King’s officers
never took command of sepoy battalions, but lucrative command of large formations often fell to
them.) This affront to pride and pocketbook was only an occasional irritation until the 1770s,
when, in recognition of the increasing importance of India to Britain’s wealth and power, the
British Army became a permanent presence there. The result was a crisis that shaped the future
of the Indian Army in ways still visible in the Burma campaign 150 years later.An ill-judged and
clumsily managed attempt by Lord Cornwallis (governor general, 1786–1793), backed by the
government in London, to nationalize the Company’s armies produced a furious reaction by the
officers of the largest of them, the Bengal Army, who displayed a formidable ability to organize



and fight in defense of the perquisites that made Indian exile worthwhile to them and equally
adept at forcing the concession of an improved status for themselves. They funded a committee
in London to lobby on their behalf, published some remarkably frank pamphlets arguing their
case, and walked right up to the edge of mutiny against Cornwallis’s successor, Sir John Shore,
to enforce their demands. They won across the board because the sepoy army they led was
indispensable to the Company’s power (London compensated itself by sacking Shore). The
Company’s armies remained a separate service; their officers got the right to paid leave and
pensions (neither on very generous terms) and eligibility for general officer rank. They were also
granted concurrent royal commissions. This meant that a Company officer held a royal
commission in the same rank as his Company commission. This solved the worst problems of
supersession of Company by royal officers (but, of course, did nothing to make promotions
faster in the Company’s service, which meant veteran Indian officers could still be bumped by
much younger but higher-ranking British Army officers). Finally the financial web of perquisites
and allowances, the basis for Company officers’ hopes of amassing a so-called competency
before retirement, remained intact.Although rarely remarked upon by historians, this episode
had enormous and long-lasting consequences. The first was the institutional separateness of
the Company’s armies. After the crisis of the 1790s, with its revelation of both how determined
the Company’s officers were and how impossible they were to replace without disrupting the
vital sepoy army, London never again challenged them. But neither did the regular British Army
change its view of them. Cornwallis (a Guards officer) held a low view of their “smartness”—he
dismissed the parade-ground performance of the sepoys as “dancing about . . . to jig tunes,”
apparently oblivious to the fact that the sepoy army had won for the Company its dominant
position in India. The Company’s officers were, the British Army held, social inferiors, and,
professionally, well, they led “black” troops, didn’t they? This sense of personal and professional
superiority would never disappear. Officers of the Indian Army, under the Company and later the
Crown, would always remain a group apart—semipermanent exiles whose services might be
valuable but who were simply not quite equals. There was another factor as well, both in their
lives in India and in the assessment of them by the British Army. Service in India soon became,
for both civilians (i.e., administrators) and soldiers, a family affair—and many of those families
came to have Indian blood in their veins. Until well into the nineteenth century, it was not
uncommon for officers to have Indian mistresses. Some of the children of those liaisons—
depending on complexion, among other variables—found their way into their fathers’ profession.
In Victorian and Edwardian years, this “touch of the tarbrush,” known or suspected, was another
factor in the condescending attitude toward Indian service officers all too often displayed by
British regulars.If the lineaments of the officer corps of the Company’s armies and their
relationship with the regular British Army was complete by the end of the eighteenth century, the
nature of the sepoy units they led was not—that would undergo a dramatic transformation in the
mid-nineteenth century. The sepoys of the Company’s armies reflected the recruiting grounds
available to them. The oldest, the Bombay Army, whose Presidency controlled little territory until



the early nineteenth century, took any recruits it could get, while the Madras Army (sometimes
called in its early days the “Coast Army” from the Coromandel Coast where Madras was located)
recruited largely from those groups in South Indian society who had traditionally soldiered for
local rulers. The pattern of the Bengal Army was very different. The largest of the Company’s
armies—and the one whose officers had faced down both the governor general and London—
was able to tap the richest military manpower market in India, and it had the financial resources
to do so. Bengal sepoys came to be drawn, almost exclusively, from either the client kingdom of
Oudh (Awadh) or the territories stretching northwest along the Ganges Valley from there to Delhi
(the Company’s North-West Provinces, later the United Provinces and now Uttar Pradesh).
Recruits from this area were abundant and rather taller and fairer than the short, dark Madras
sepoys—thus presenting, to British eyes, a better parade-ground appearance (although, as
noted, not good enough to impress a Guards officer like Cornwallis). They were also, by and
large, high-caste Hindus. Both the recruitment area and the caste basis of the Bengal Army gave
it a homogeneity that would pose a danger if either discontent swept the villages from which they
came or the sepoys felt their caste under threat. By 1820, when the Company’s armies had
made it India’s “Paramount Power” at the conclusion of a series of wars that broke the remaining
independent Indian states, changes in the tone and activities of both the Company’s
administration and the Bengal officer corps had begun to do just that. Company policy, after its
rule was secure, was to reform and rationalize the administration of its territories in the interest of
both revenue and what would now be called “modernization.” What seemed reform to the
Company, however, looked like an onslaught on custom, tradition, and faith itself to many
Indians. Indian rulers and landowners saw rights, privileges, and incomes abridged (and in the
case of Indian rulers, now reduced to Company clients, there were often abridgements of
territory as well). Peasant farmers, on whose shoulders the whole structure of Indian rulership
had always rested, were often facing higher rates of tax, more rigorously collected, and new
forms of land tenure. Company prohibitions on such practices as suttee, prohibitions that were
reasonable and, indeed, necessary from a British perspective, seemed to some Indians an
assault on their faith.2 Ripples of unease began to spread across the Bengal Presidency. This
might not have mattered but for the fact that the sepoys of the Bengal Army were,
simultaneously, becoming uneasy and estranged from their officers.Exactly when the Bengal
Army began to deteriorate is a point on which historians differ, but it is clear that problems were
appearing as early as the 1820s. It was not only that the problems affecting their villages and
fears about caste unsettled the sepoys; there were also growing problems specific to the army.
The nature of the Bengal officer corps was changing, as were the uses to which the army was
put. Generational change brought young officers out from Britain with new ideas and
assumptions—British rule in India was a given, and in the triumphalist mood engendered by
victory over Napoleon its continuation was taken for granted—as was sepoy loyalty. The
seniority system, sacred to the officer corps, had pushed energetic and ambitious young
officers, looking at a decades-long wait to reach field grade, to opt to leave their regiments to



serve in a variety of other Company positions where promotion, responsibility, and enhanced
income were easier to attain. (One favorite was “secondment”—transfer—to the Political
Service, whose officers supervised Indian client states, served as diplomatic representatives to
independent rulers in the Company’s now huge South Asian sphere, and often organized and
governed newly acquired territories.) There is evidence that those officers who remained with
units were less engaged with their sepoys than in the past—fewer really in command of their
men’s language, fewer interested in their customs and traditions. This lessening of
understanding and sympathy occurred as new issues arose that made those qualities in officers
increasingly important.The Company’s armies were now seen as not only the safeguard of the
Company Raj but also the strategic reserve for the growing British position all around the rim of
the Indian Ocean. Madras sepoys had served in the expedition that took Spanish Manila during
the Seven Years’ War and continued to serve overseas with no difficulty (as did Bombay
sepoys). But to the high-caste soldiers of the Bengal Army, crossing the “black water” was a
serious matter, a deadly threat to caste. Orders to proceed to Burma (albeit overland) produced
a bloody mutiny by a Bengal regiment in 1824, and foreign service was a major problem for
Bengal sepoys thereafter. Then came the blows to the prestige of the Company’s arms
represented by the disasters of the First Afghan War (1839–1841) and the near defeat by the
Sikhs, the last significant Indian power (whose kingdom was based in the Punjab), in the two
wars that expensively conquered them in the 1840s. In the aftermath of the annexation of the
Sikh kingdom, the Company’s “Politicals” (nearly all drawn from the Bengal officer corps) began
enlisting former soldiers from the Sikh forces (Sikhs as well as Punjabi Muslims) in a new force
of irregulars to patrol the newly acquired and still turbulent territories. A very clever move to
employ men who might otherwise have proved a threat to the Company’s control of the Punjab, it
was seen by Bengal sepoys as a threat of a different kind: the new irregular units were cheaper,
made up of groups hostile to them on religious and cultural grounds, and might well signal a
British plan to dispense with them. As if to validate those fears, in the aftermath of the Sikh wars
came a series of cost-cutting measures that ended certain bonuses (known as batta,
traditionally paid to Bengal sepoys at varying rates) and, finally, the General Enlistment Act of
1855. Intended to end the problem of refusals of overseas service by Bengal units, it seemed a
breach of faith to the sepoys, who in many cases expected their sons to follow them into
regiments that they regarded as “theirs,” offering an honorable career with distinct financial
advantages, various perquisites on retirement, and prestige in their villages. Now they would
have to face either loss of caste or loss of a career they had expected to pass on to their
sons.The result of this accumulation of slights, neglects, and grievances was an eruption in May
1857 at Meerut near Delhi, one of the Company’s major military stations. The Great Sepoy
Mutiny, as the British would remember it, came, amazingly, as a complete surprise to many
Bengal Army officers. The trigger for the outbreak was the greased cartridge, to be used with the
new Enfield rifle with which the Company’s armies were being reequipped. A rumor spread that
the grease on the cartridges was a mixture of pork and beef fat, thus offending the religious



sensibilities of Hindu and Muslim sepoys alike. The Company’s denials—in fact largely accurate
—in the atmosphere of toxic suspicion that now gripped the sepoys were simply disbelieved.
Fearing ritual pollution and loss of caste (followed by forcible Christianization), the
overwhelmingly Hindu Bengal Army exploded. It was the greatest challenge British rule had yet
faced. The revolt of the Bengal Army set off, in turn, peasant uprisings up and down the Ganges
Valley. Various Indian rulers saw an opportunity to reclaim the power and status stripped from
them by the Company. Within a month the mutineers were in control of Delhi and restored the
Mughal Empire in the form of the aged Mughal ruler Bahadur Shah II, long a Company
pensioner. Company authority had evaporated over large areas of northern India.British power
nevertheless survived. Victorian Britons saw the putting down of the Mutiny as an epic of British
courage, determination, and leadership over treacherous and savage adversaries who greatly
outnumbered them. Courage, determination, and leadership were certainly on display (as was
sheer ferocity, something the Victorians airbrushed out), but so were a number of other factors
without which those traits would have been of little avail. The Madras and Bombay armies were
unaffected, insulated by their very different recruiting patterns and perhaps as well by officers
who had not drifted as far from their sepoys as those in the Bengal Army. The British had a better
command and control apparatus and never relinquished either their grip on key communications
or their clarity of purpose. The mutineers, aroused peasants, and rebellious princes, in contrast,
had no overall leadership or clear objectives; once having seized Delhi, they relinquished the
initiative. Finally a crucial part of northern India remained in British hands—the newly conquered
Punjab, the old Sikh kingdom. New units, raised there in the decade since the Company’s victory
over the Sikhs, remained loyal. In some cases this was a personal loyalty to a charismatic
Company officer. In others, it was the lure of loot and the chance for revenge against the high-
caste Hindu sepoys of the Company’s army. To these Punjab units, whose number rapidly
expanded during the course of the Mutiny, were added soldiers from the Company’s Nepalese
client state—the famous Gurkhas. Of course, British seapower allowed prompt reinforcement of
the 40,000 British troops in India by units summoned from China, South Africa, and Britain itself.
Despite the focus in many contemporary and later accounts on the redoubtable British infantry,
however, the majority of the troops who broke the Mutiny were Indian: Bombay and Madras
sepoys, the loyal remnant (about a third) of the Bengal Army, Punjabi Muslims and Sikhs, and of
course Gurkhas (who, if not exactly Indian, were certainly not British). Within six months, Delhi
had been retaken (by a force two-thirds of which was Indian) and the backbone of the Mutiny
broken, although the final embers were not stamped out for over a year.As the Mutiny sputtered
out, British attention turned to the future governance of India and the structure of its armies. The
Company, long an anomaly, was wound up, and the Crown took over direct management of the
Indian Empire the Company had built. The Company’s administrative and military services,
however, continued their separate existence, since the day-to-day management of India and its
armies was recognized as a specialist occupation requiring career-long semi-exile in India. In
any case, the British Army had no interest in absorbing the Company’s large officer corps. Indian



Army officers, hitherto trained at the Company’s “military seminary” at Addiscombe, would now
be Sandhurst graduates and would have exactly the same royal commission as their British
Army counterparts. (And even though many of the financial perquisites of the Company era
disappeared, Indian service remained well paid.) Newly commissioned officers would then
spend a year attached to a British Army unit in India before joining their Indian regiment. This
requirement seems to have been based on nothing more substantial than the British Army’s
cherished belief that Indian Army officers ought to see real soldiering before going off to
command natives. The continuing existence of two armies and two officer corps meant that the
rivalry and tension that had marked the relationship of Crown and Company officers would
persist as long as British rule in India lasted.The most obvious change in the Indian Army was in
sepoy recruitment. The three separate armies were retained, not least because the loyalty of the
Bombay and Madras armies during the 1857 Mutiny suggested that the armies could act as
counterbalances to one another. The Bombay and Madras armies retained their customary
recruitment patterns but entered a long period of decline, a development largely driven by the
post-Mutiny trajectory of the Bengal Army. Much of that army had been destroyed by the Mutiny
—units had either revolted or been preemptively disbanded. British analysis fastened on the
recruitment of the pre-1857 Bengal Army and found an explanation of its behavior in its
homogeneous, high-caste Hindu composition. The Bengal Army kept its name and some of its
Hindu units, but its rebuilt regiments were largely drawn not from the Ganges Valley, but from the
Punjab. Sikhs and Punjabi Muslims, embodied in irregular corps raised by the Punjab
administration (itself a quasi-autonomous unit of the Bengal Presidency), had made up a large
part of the force that had retaken Delhi in September 1857 and thereafter made up a steadily
rising percentage of the reconstituted Bengal Army. To them were added a growing number of
Gurkha units. British recruitment of Gurkhas had begun in the aftermath of the Company’s war
with Nepal (1814–1816)—an expensive victory that left a lasting impression of Gurkha martial
prowess on the minds of British officers.3 It was the Mutiny, however, and in particular the
Gurkha record during the siege and storming of Delhi, that began the love affair between the
British and these tough mountaineers that still endures. Ultimately the Gurkha Rifles units, and
their British officers, came to regard themselves as the Indian Army’s elite, its equivalent of the
British Army’s Household Brigade. The new structure of the Bengal Army was underpinned by
the elaboration of a theory: the “martial races” hypothesis. It was further strengthened by new
concerns about the security of the Indian Empire focusing on its North-West Frontier. The man
whose career embodies the post-Mutiny transformation in India, Frederick Sleigh Roberts,
Kipling’s “Bobs Bahadur,” was deeply involved in both these developments.Initially, the new Sikh
and Punjabi units represented a pragmatic reaction to the 1857 emergency. They were available
and remained loyal (although that loyalty was based at least as much on hostility to the Hindu
sepoys of the Bengal Army who had conquered the Punjab for the Company over a decade
before as on affection for their new British rulers). Soon enough, however, where expediency
led, codifying dogma followed. The idea (which had both pre-Mutiny roots and links with wider



currents of thought on “race” and “natural selection”) that some Indian groups were “natural”
soldiers—toughened by a harsh environment, uncorrupted by modernity, enthusiastic for combat
—took root and began to affect how the Indian Army looked for recruits. A quarter of its intake
was from the Punjab by 1875 and over half by 1900, while the Gurkha Rifles grew apace.
Roberts, the son of a major general in the Bengal Army, began his career in the Bengal Artillery,
won a Victoria Cross (VC) in the Mutiny (something he set out to do), and rose steadily
thereafter, aided by political and media manipulation skills as considerable as his more narrow
military gifts. He ended his career as Field Marshal Lord Roberts of Kandahar and commander
in chief of the British Army, one of only two Indian service officers ever to reach the professional
summit of the British Army (Sir William Slim, a Gurkha Rifles officer, became Chief of the
Imperial General Staff in 1948, after the end of the Raj and the division of its army between India
and Pakistan). Roberts believed in a racial hierarchy of fighting men. Nothing, of course, could
compare to the indomitable British soldier, but the right sort of Indian soldier, with good British
officers, could come close, and the right sort of Indians came from the Punjab and its
mountainous northern fringes as well as from beyond the frontiers of the Raj: Gurkhas and
Pathan tribesmen from the Raj’s North-West Frontier Province and Afghanistan (now commonly
called Pashtuns). As for the older armies, the Madras Army (which Roberts commanded prior to
becoming Commander-in-Chief, India), was recruited from “races” that had once been martial
but, softened by long years of peace, had now lost their fighting edge (Roberts was similarly
dismissive of the Bombay Army’s recruiting pool). Under the influence of these beliefs the
Madras Army’s southern regiments were steadily reduced in number and replaced by more
martial-races regiments. Eventually, in 1895, the old Bombay and Madras armies fell victim to
Roberts’s prejudices, and the three armies were fused into a single Indian Army, where southern
and western units were few and in which the dominance of the northern martial races was
clearly established—a situation that would endure for the rest of the British period. The
transformation of the army after 1857, however, was driven not just by the martial races theory
but by the new tasks envisioned for the army by its own hierarchy, the Government of India and
London. Here too Roberts played a crucial role.The conquest of the Sikh kingdom not only filled
out the Company’s domains but also brought its frontiers up against the mountainous
borderlands of Afghanistan and the ferocious tribesmen who lived there. Thereafter, the problem
of “the Frontier”—where exactly it should be fixed and how the tribesmen should be controlled—
was to be a permanent preoccupation. This was strongly reinforced by the perception of a new
and serious external threat to the Raj: the looming menace of Russia. The roots of this fear went
back to the Napoleonic Wars and the Emperor’s success in persuading Tsar Paul to mount an
invasion of the Company’s domains by an army of Cossacks. Cut short by Paul’s assassination
and a reorientation of Russian policy before distance, terrain, and tribal resistance had a chance
to reveal the fatuity of the idea, it nevertheless threw a considerable scare into policy makers in
both London and India. This episode marked the beginning of a century-long concern with the
northwestern frontiers of British India. The best-known manifestation of this concern is the



intelligence-gathering enterprise known as the “Great Game.” Lesser known, but of critical
importance to the post-Mutiny development of the Indian Army, is the way in which the fear of a
Russian threat to India (and Russia’s eastern frontier was much closer to India in 1860 than it
had been in 1800) tied into the martial-races preoccupations of Roberts and his acolytes. If the
Russians were to emerge from the Khyber and Bolan Passes, the Indian troops who, alongside
the British Army’s Indian garrison, would face them would have to be extremely able, not only in
training and equipment but in morale and will to combat, in order to meet European opponents.
This, the Roberts school held, made it doubly important to rebuild the army around the taller,
fairer, sturdier, and more warlike “races” found in the Punjab, the northern mountains, and on
(and across) the Frontier.Watch and ward on the Frontier had another advantage as well. It
would keep the army in fighting trim, avoiding the deterioration that long years of peace had
caused in the Madras and Bombay armies. By jousting with the tribesmen and preparing to
confront a Russian army, the quality of the army would be kept at a higher level than could be
attained by garrison duty in the now tranquil interior of the Raj. The Indian Army that Kipling
depicted was now an army for which Frontier soldiering was central. That kind of nearly
continuous small-unit action spawned both an impressive body of small-wars doctrine and a
formidable degree of tactical skill at levels up to brigade. But both the doctrine and the skills
would prove minimally relevant to the war to which the King-Emperor’s Indian Empire was
committed in 1914.The Indian Army went to war about 159,000 strong (of whom only 2,300 were
British officers). It was not built for a long, grinding war of attrition (it had only forty-seven reserve
officers). There were only twelve British officers in a battalion, and Indian units would experience
serious problems as the prewar British regulars, who spoke the sepoys’ language, became
casualties.4 The army’s medical and supply arrangements, stunted by financial parsimony and,
in any case, designed for the North-West Frontier’s small wars, collapsed when the army was
committed to large-scale campaigning in Mesopotamia (now Iraq) in 1915. Better than half the
army came from the Punjab, which continued to provide a disproportionate share of recruits
throughout the war (nearly half of the Indian Army’s 65,000 war dead came from that province).
But as the army grew, the Punjab would begin to run dry.Despite the handicaps from which it
suffered in mobilizing, expanding, and fighting a very different war in very different settings from
anything foreseen before 1914, the Indian Army made a major contribution to the British war
effort. Brushing aside prewar worries about involving Indian troops in “white man’s wars,” two
infantry divisions and a cavalry division went to France in September 1914. The two infantry
divisions—the Indian Corps—remained for over a year on the Western Front, suffering
casualties that amounted to better than 100 percent of the Indian battalions’ mobilization
strength. Indian cavalry divisions served in France until nearly war’s end.5 But the principal
theater for the Indian Army was the Middle East. By 1918, thirteen of the seventeen “British”
divisions in Mesopotamia and Palestine were Indian Army formations. The Mesopotamia
campaign, which began disastrously in 1915, ended with the Indian Army in Mosul; two Indian
cavalry divisions were prominent in General Sir Edmund Allenby’s final, victorious offensive in



Palestine, which carried him on to Damascus and Aleppo. By the Armistice, just under a million
Indian troops were serving abroad (and many would remain abroad for years more garrisoning
the Middle East). Eleven Indian soldiers had won the Victoria Cross (for which Indians had
become eligible in 1911).Despite the scale of India’s war effort, few Indian Army officers rose to
senior commands. William Birdwood and Claude Jacob were exceptions, but Birdwood was a
protégé of Lord Kitchener, the British Army regular who had been a prewar Commander-in-
Chief, India, and who, as secretary of state for war, was one of the dominant figures in the British
government in 1914–1915. Jacob, who had begun his career with twenty unbroken years on the
Frontier (and would end it a field marshal and Commander-in-Chief, India), went to France with
the Indian Corps in 1914 and remained there, becoming one of the more successful corps
commanders in the British Expeditionary Force (BEF), noted for the care with which he prepared
operations. (Lloyd George felt he would make a better commander for the BEF than Haig,
although even the “Welsh Wizard” realized that replacing a Guardsman with royal connections
with an Indian Army officer was a nonstarter.) The underrepresentation of Indian Army officers in
senior commands reflected the longstanding British Army undervaluation of Indian service and
would resurface again in 1939–1943.Other problems also foreshadowed issues that would arise
during World War II. The demand for troops strained the demographic resources of the so-called
martial races (and forced recruiters to look outside customary groups). Although there was no
conscription in India, the pressures on local officials in 1917–1918 to fill quotas of recruits
produced enlistments that were far from voluntary, causing serious discontent. The scale of
India’s war effort produced rising Indian expectations for postwar political concessions,
something the British government appeared to meet with its August 1917 declaration that the
progressive realization of responsible government would be the future direction of British policy
in India. Political advance would certainly bring with it Indian demands for the “Indianization” of
the Indian administration—and the officer corps of the army.When World War I ended, the Indian
Army, over a million strong, was spread from China to France. In its recruiting grounds, nearly
stripped of military manpower, there was exhaustion and some resentment. There was also price
inflation and influenza to add to the distress. Political India was poised to claim what it felt was
only its due after India’s contribution to British victory. At this moment of difficult transition from
war to uneasy peace, a young officer twice wounded in action and decorated for valor
transferred into 6th Gurkha Rifles. Twenty-five years later, William Joseph Slim would lead the
Indian Army of the Raj to its greatest—and final—victory.63SlimThe British officers of the Indian
Army were quite different, in their social class origins, from the regular officers of the British
Army. William Joseph Slim was different, in turn, from most Indian Army officers. Since the post-
Mutiny reorganization, most Indian Army officers had been Sandhurst graduates. Sandhurst,
however, was not free, and its fees put it beyond the reach of Slim’s family resources. His father
was a moderately successful shopkeeper who, after a business failure in Bristol, rebuilt his
(modest) fortunes in the great industrial city of Birmingham, where Slim attended a local
grammar school. (In the complex world of English secondary education, these were schools,



often giving excellent education, that catered to the children of families whose status and means
precluded attendance at the socially desirable, and expensive, public schools.) Slim wanted a
military career and was a member of the Officer Training Corps (OTC) at his school. After
graduating and beginning work as a teacher, he managed to attach himself to the OTC at
Birmingham University, but for someone of his background and income, a commission was out
of the question. He was, in fact, about to begin an overseas career with Shell Oil when the lights
went out all over Europe in August 1914. For Slim the war opened a door. As the British Army
grew exponentially in the early months of the war (while the prewar regular army suffered
massive casualties in France), the need for officers was desperate. Slim’s prewar OTC
qualifications—and determination—got him a “hostilities only” commission in the Royal
Warwickshire Regiment in September 1914.World War I shaped Slim’s military career, as it did
that of every British senior officer of World War II. Slim’s war, however, was not the Western Front
that so indelibly imprinted itself upon the imagination of posterity but two “sideshows”—Gallipoli,
best remembered now for the shadow it cast over Winston Churchill’s career, and Mesopotamia
(now Iraq), a campaign barely remembered at all. Slim’s battalion, the 9th Royal Warwicks, was
part of the 13th Division, a New Army division, made up of the enthusiastic volunteers who had
mobbed recruiting stations in the early months of the war. Committed briefly to the British
beachhead at Cape Helles on the tip of the Gallipoli Peninsula, Slim’s battalion lost four officers
and 510 men killed and wounded while merely holding the line (at this stage of the war British
battalions were nearly 1,000 strong). Then the battalion was committed to a major offensive to
break the stalemate that had turned the Cape Helles beachhead into a mini Western Front.
Known as the Battle of Sari Bair, it saw every officer of the battalion killed or wounded and only
175 men left to answer the roll call. Among the wounded was Slim, who was lucky to survive and
was evacuated to Britain, where he was told he would lose the use of an arm and was finished
with soldiering. As the army medical establishment would discover, it was never a useful
exercise to stand between Slim and his objective. Pronounced unfit for active service, Slim was
posted to the Royal Warwicks reinforcement depot, where newly trained soldiers were held
pending dispatch overseas to one of the regiment’s active service battalions. While whiling away
time there, Slim, still determined to have a military career despite the verdict of the Royal Army
Medical Corps doctors, found a path to a regular commission, despite his lack of private means.
He exchanged his temporary commission in the Royal Warwicks for a regular commission in the
West India Regiment, perhaps the least prestigious regiment on the Army List and, crucially, one
that required neither family connections nor private wealth. Now a regular, Slim was given a draft
of replacements to accompany to the Royal Warwicks battalion on active service with the
Mesopotamia Expeditionary Force (MEF). The assumption was that, as an unfit officer, he would
deliver his draft and then return. What happened, however, was that, having delivered the draft,
he then got himself attached again to the 9th Royal Warwicks, participated in several battles as
the MEF pushed the Turks steadily back, won a Military Cross for gallantry—and sustained a
second serious wound. (This caused some consternation at the War Office, which had him listed



as unfit for active service and therefore, presumably, not at the front.) Evacuated to India for
convalescence, he was then posted to Indian Army Headquarters in Delhi (officially known as
“Army Headquarters, India”), where war’s end found him an acting major in a staff appointment.
Peacetime in the West Indies held no charms for an ambitious soldier, and Slim therefore made
another move—this time to the Indian Army. The India Office in London, which had to approve
the transfer, was initially reluctant—they were swamped with transfer requests from hostilities-
only officers seeking a permanent billet. What tipped the scales in Slim’s favor was the personal
support of the Commander-in-Chief, India, General Sir Charles Monro. Clearly Slim had made
an impression, and the India Office subsided, grumbling. Slim moved onto the Indian Army List
and from there to the regiment that would henceforth be his army home, 6th Gurkha Rifles,
whose 1st Battalion he joined in March 1920. He had met the 1/6 before—on the shell-blasted
slopes of Sari Bair, where these formidable soldiers had made a lasting impression.1It is useful
to pause on Slim’s World War I record. Many junior officers could match his combat service and
decorations, but few could match the determination with which he seized (or created)
opportunities to move toward the realization of his objective: a military career.2 Even fewer
demonstrated his remarkable skill in working the system (and flouting it when necessary). A
fellow Gurkha officer said of him many years later that he knew exactly when to be disobedient.
The combination of implacable determination and canniness would discomfit a number of
enemies in the future, not all of them on the other side of the battle line.One other point about
the young Slim is worth noting. He saw a battered, depressed army turned into a victorious
fighting force. The MEF had suffered a series of setbacks culminating in the April 1916 surrender
of an entire Indian division, cut off and besieged by the Turks at Kut-al-Amara (or Al Kut),
southeast of Baghdad. The MEF had been committed to an ill-conceived campaign; it was
neither well commanded nor properly supported—its logistics were precarious and its medical
services, in a very unhealthy climate, shamefully bad. In the aftermath of the disaster at Kut, the
whole command structure was shaken up, both in Mesopotamia and in India (which supplied
most of the troops and bore responsibility for supporting the MEF). A new commander,
Lieutenant General Stanley Maude, took over and revitalized the command structure, the supply
system, and the medical arrangements. Slim’s time with the MEF coincided with this
transformation, which led to the capture of Baghdad and the steady advance toward Mosul
during which Slim was wounded (and had good reason to appreciate the improved medical
services). It was a lesson in how effectively an army could be turned around when given
vigorous, intelligent leadership.3Army command, or anything like it, seemed far away in the
1920s. The Indian Army was readjusting to a peacetime routine. It was coming to grips as well
with the major changes brought by the war to India. In August 1917, the secretary of state for
India, Edwin Montagu, had proclaimed “responsible government” as Britain’s objective in India.
This proclamation, a commitment to ultimate “dominion status” (i.e., self-government), was
prompted both by India’s massive contribution to Britain’s war effort and the conviction that, if
Indian hopes for movement toward self-government were disappointed, there would be serious



unrest. As it turned out, by the time Montagu’s promise had been given statutory form (the 1919
Government of India Act), there had been very serious unrest, especially in the Indian Army’s
Punjab homeland (culminating at Amritsar in 1919, when the exceedingly bad judgment, to put it
no higher, of Brigadier Reginald Dyer led to the death of nearly 400 demonstrators—an event
that prompted Mohandas Gandhi’s first major campaign of protest against the Raj). Thereafter, a
rising tempo of political agitation and protest, accompanied by a growing incidence of communal
(i.e., Hindu-Muslim) clashes, meant that “aid to the civil”—deployment of troops to support the
police in averting, containing, or suppressing unrest—became as constant a feature of the
Indian Army’s life as tours of frontier duty. Slim, of course, experienced both—and left well-
written accounts of what they were like for a young officer.4The Indian Army also faced another
major adjustment in the interwar years: Indianization. The Indian Civil Service had begun to
accept Indian recruits before World War I, and the pace increased after 1919 as Indian
nationalist opinion pressed for more Indian participation in the country’s governance. The Army,
however, presented special issues. After a brief experiment at Madras in the mid-eighteenth
century when Indian troops were commanded by Indian officers, the Company had decided that
command should be kept in European hands, and there it had remained. Periodically the issue
of commissioning Indians would be raised, only to be met with nearly universal opposition. A
very tentative experiment—the “Imperial Cadet Corps,” involving the sons of Indian rulers—was
as far as the idea had gotten by 1919. The Government of India Act, however, meant that the
issue had finally to be faced. Its implications were numerous and, to many British soldiers and
officials, alarming. The Indian Army was the praetorian guard of the Raj—as well as London’s
cost-free strategic reserve. Would it be as reliable in both roles once its officer corps was no
longer entirely British? Could Indians show the leadership skills that British officers believed had
been their unique contribution to the Indian Army? How would British officers react to coming
under the command of Indians, as would inevitably happen when Indians began to rise in rank,
and would that make an Indian Army career less attractive to Britons? How, finally, would rank-
and-file British soldiers react to “black” officers who would, at minimum, require a salute from
them and might well eventually have command authority over them? These, and a great many
other questions (or excuses), meant that the pace at which Indians received the King’s
commission in the interwar years was glacial, and the first generation of Indians to hold that
commission faced all too often considerable suspicion and in some cases racist hostility.
Confronting German or Japanese enemies must have seemed to many of them no more
daunting than first walking into the mess, newly commissioned officers whose appearance
signaled to many of their British fellow officers the impending end of “their” army. The Gurkhas,
whose units were raised under the terms of a treaty with the client state of Nepal, were not
subject to Indianization, so Slim would not have had to deal with the issue directly. But two
decades on, XIV Army under his command would demonstrate that the changing pigmentation
of the Indian Army’s officer corps made no difference to its formidable fighting
qualities.5Alongside the routine of regimental life, Slim’s increasingly obvious professional skills



brought him a series of appointments that honed his military thinking. He attended the Indian
Army’s Staff College at Quetta in 1926 (one of the instructors was Percy Hobart, among the
British Army’s most prominent “apostles of mobility” who believed in the tank as the future of
warfare). From his time at Quetta—where one of his fellow students described him as future
commander in chief—comes a story that signposts Slim’s evolving approach to battle.
Commenting on his solution to a tactical problem, an instructor observed that he had used a pile
driver to crush a walnut. “Sir, have you ever seen a walnut that has been crushed by a pile
driver?” was the response.6 For all the discussion of the role of armored formations in a future
war, the British Army’s doctrine in the interwar years was based on the tactical successes of
1917–1918 with their emphasis on the combination of well-handled artillery and infantry to make
limited advances at an acceptable cost. These would be the tactics that Bernard “Monty”
Montgomery would make the British Army standard in 1942–1945. Slim would approach his
battles differently. The destruction of the opposing army, not merely its retreat, was his objective.
How that would be done would depend on circumstances.That flexibility of approach got Slim
into some difficulty on his next posting—a staff position at India Army Headquarters in Delhi.
There he began investigating the possibilities of air supply—a subject that would be crucial to
his success in Burma. He approached the staff of Air Headquarters, India, about arranging a
joint exercise. Given the distant and frosty relationship between the Royal Air Force (RAF) and
the other services, this was an un-authorized crossing of a clearly marked and heavily defended
frontier for which Slim received a magisterial rebuke from the Commander-in-Chief, India.
Fortunately the trajectory of his career was not disturbed. He would become successively Indian
Army member of the Directing Staff at the British Army’s Staff College at Camberley and then a
student at the newly created Imperial Defence College, where promising officers from all the
services and some rising civil servants spent a year as graduate students. Slim made an
impression on those he had encountered, as he had at Quetta, as someone who could go far.
However, in 1937, when he finished his year at the Imperial Defence College, he had been away
from regimental service for some time and was rather elderly for his rank. The promotion board
that, in 1937, advanced him to lieutenant colonel almost passed him over on grounds of age and
decided in his favor by only one vote. Upon returning to India he took command, briefly, of a
Gurkha battalion and then moved on to the Indian Army’s Senior Officers School as
commandant. There, at Belgaum, an acting brigadier, war found him.7The mobilization of the
Indian Army in 1914 had been a largely ad hoc affair, and preparations to support the prolonged
deployment of large numbers of Indian units overseas were quickly revealed as quite
inadequate. In the war’s aftermath there was systematic planning for the mobilization and
deployment of the Indian Army “next time.” The army would double its size, and Indian units
would deploy to the Middle East and Singapore. When Viceroy Lord Linlithgow announced that
the King-Emperor’s declaration of war on 3 September 1939 committed the Indian Empire to
war, army expansion therefore began automatically, as did a flow of Indian troops overseas. In
May–June 1940, however, the tempo of the Indian war effort accelerated dramatically as



Germany’s stunning victories in Western Europe knocked France out of the war and left Britain
alone (apart from the dominions, India, and the colonial empire) facing the most formidable war
machine on the planet in the worst strategic circumstances in modern British history. Despite
Britain’s precarious situation, Churchill decided to maintain Britain’s position in the Middle East,
and that became the focus of the Indian war effort for the next two years. Controlled expansion
was abandoned in favor of an open-ended effort to raise the largest possible Indian Army in the
shortest time. That rapidly growing force was destined for the Middle East, and its training and
equipment were designed with only that theater in mind. The flood of Indian units surging into
the Middle East carried Slim, now a brigade commander, with it.The next eighteen months were
Slim’s apprenticeship for high command. He took his brigade into action at Gallabat on the
frontier between the Sudan and Italian-occupied Ethiopia in November 1940. The operation
failed, and Slim was again wounded. Reflecting on the battle, Slim decided that he had made a
mistake: “I had not chosen, as a good commander should, the bolder” course of action.8 Slim
never had to learn a lesson twice. One particular episode of the Gallabat battle would, however,
come back to haunt him. After the 1857 Mutiny it became established practice for every Indian
infantry brigade to contain a British battalion as an insurance policy to ensure sepoy loyalty, as
well as—in some British minds—an example to Indian troops of proper soldiering. The British
battalion in Slim’s brigade belonged to the Essex Regiment and performed very poorly at
Gallabat, with parts of it, unnerved by Italian bombing, dissolving into panicky retreat. Slim
promptly sacked the Essex’s commanding officer. While this action was correct, he was an
Indian Army officer and the episode would be noticed and remembered by a British regular, also
of the Essex Regiment, who a few years later would be Slim’s superior.Failure in the field could
mark the end of an officer’s career, or at least relegation to second-tier commands, but the
Commander-in-Chief, India, General Sir Claude Auchinleck, aware of Slim’s record and the
impression he left on those who encountered him, did not allow Gallabat to affect his judgment.
In May 1941, Slim took over the 10th Indian Division, deployed in Iraq. The 10th was a new
division and, when Slim took it over, not a particularly happy one—the divisional commander he
was replacing had been removed because he had “lost the confidence of his officers.” Slim
quickly pulled the division into shape, leading it through the brief campaign to suppress a pro-
Axis revolt by the army of Britain’s Iraqi client state and then the much more serious campaign to
occupy Vichy-controlled Syria. That operation had barely concluded when the 10th was
committed to the occupation of Persia (as the British still called Iran), whose ruler had
unacceptably pro-German leanings. Although the Shah’s forces put up only token resistance, the
mission involved collaboration with the Red Army, which had also moved into the country to
secure the vital Persian Corridor rail link to Basra, the Persian Gulf port through which
desperately needed Anglo-American supplies reached the Soviet Union. The difficulties
encountered in dealing with the suspicious and opaque Soviets were an introduction to the
complexities of coalition war, something he was about to encounter on a much larger scale. In
late February 1942, he was summoned to the telephone by Lieutenant General E. P. Quinan, the



Indian Army officer who commanded the largely Indian X Army responsible for Syria, Iraq, and
Persia, and told he was leaving his division to become a corps commander in Burma.Burma,
when Slim arrived in March 1942, was a stage on which was displayed all the flaws in British
planning for the defense of its Asian empire as well as all the problems caused by the much too
rapid expansion of the Indian Army. Annexed piecemeal to the Indian Empire in three wars over
the course of the nineteenth century, Burma had never been seen as at risk of serious attack
and had a correspondingly low priority for everything. Far East Command, based in Singapore,
was responsible for its defense from 1940 on (despite the fact that support for Burma would
have to come from India, something pointed out fruitlessly to London). Far East Command,
underresourced and with much else on its plate, almost predictably ignored Burma. When Japan
struck, Burma was immediately transferred back to India, which then had to reinforce the
completely inadequate garrison at a time when it was already scraping the bottom of the barrel
for even half-trained units. The single Indian brigade in Burma and the local forces—grandly
called the 1st Burma Division (even though it was largely without equipment and made up of
newly raised, nearly untrained, and often dubiously reliable Burma Rifles units, and very far from
a functioning division)—was joined by the headquarters and a single brigade of the new 17th
Indian Division. That formation, originally destined for the Middle East and deemed unfit for
battle without considerable additional training, had already lost two of its brigades rushed into
Singapore. The divisional commander, Major General J. G. Smyth, had won a Victoria Cross on
the Somme in 1916, but in early 1942 he was a sick man unfit for active service who had
successfully concealed his condition in order to accompany his division into the field. Not
surprisingly, when the Japanese opened their attack on Burma in January, aiming for Rangoon,
there ensued a doleful tale of miscues, defeats, and almost immediate retreat. The Burma
Division simply fell apart, its Burmese soldiers deserting (although units recruited from Burma’s
ethnically distinct “hill tribes” remained loyal). The raw Indian troops of the 17th Division
performed better than anyone had a right to expect but, without either air support or combat
experience, were forced steadily back. At the last major obstacle before Rangoon, the broad
Sittang River, the division was nearly destroyed when poor communications led to the premature
destruction of the bridge that was the division’s line of retreat—with two-thirds of the force still on
the wrong side of the river. Rangoon soon fell, severing Burma’s connection with its source of
supplies and reinforcements and opening the way for Japanese units to pour in. The badly
tattered remnants of the Burma garrison, now two nominal divisions about to be constituted into
Burcorps (Burma Corps), retired up the Irrawaddy Valley, the first stage of a long trek back to
India. At this point Slim arrived from Iraq to take command.Slim was to be the solution to a
command problem that had bedeviled the campaign from the beginning. The General Officer
Commanding (GOC) in Burma held a static administrative position—and in a backwater of
empire. As such it was considered an undemanding final posting for someone headed for
retirement. Even the approach of war had not led to the upgrading of the position. When the
Japanese attacked Malaya, and Churchill moved Burma back to India Command, General Sir



Archibald Wavell, -Commander-in-Chief, India, flew to Rangoon, evaluated the incumbent GOC,
and promptly sacked him. He then made a decision over his replacement, however, that created
a new set of problems. Lieutenant General Thomas Hutton had been Wavell’s chief of staff in
India and was primarily a staff officer. Wavell put him in Rangoon with orders to hold that vital
port, thus creating a situation in which Hutton had to press Smyth to hold as long as possible
each of the positions to which the Japanese successively forced back the 17th Indian Division.
Smyth knew that his weakening division needed to retreat farther and faster if it was to survive,
thus putting him into conflict with Hutton. Meanwhile, Wavell had been transferred from Delhi to
Java as head of American-British-Dutch-Australian (ABDA) Command, the Allies’ first integrated
command created by Churchill and Franklin Roosevelt at the Arcadia meeting held in
Washington after Pearl Harbor. ABDA was given the hopeless task of holding Malaya,
Singapore, the Netherlands East Indies, and Burma, which was once again moved from India
Command to a headquarters that had neither the time, staff, nor communications to control it
effectively. Hutton, realizing that he could not both manage overall command in Burma and at
the same time control formations actively engaged, asked at this point for a corps headquarters.
Almost simultaneously, Wavell’s acting successor as Commander-in-Chief, India, General Sir
Alan Hartley, and Viceroy Lord Linlithgow decided that the Indian troops in Burma would fight
better under a more inspirational commander than Hutton (thus blaming him for all the failings of
raw, underequipped, inadequately trained troops). Out of all this came both Slim’s appointment
and the shape of the command structure within which he would operate. Hutton was replaced by
Lieutenant General Sir Harold Alexander, chosen by Churchill and the Chief of the Imperial
General Staff, General Sir Alan Brooke, in London. “Alex” (brave and charismatic and destined to
become Churchill’s favorite general) was, however, a Guardsman, not an Indian Army officer.
Hutton stayed on as his chief of staff. And Slim, marked by Wavell (as he had been by
Auchinleck) as capable of high command, took over operational control of the 17th Indian and
1st Burma Divisions. Finally Wavell, back in Delhi again after the inevitable demise of ABDA,
descended again on Burma shortly before Slim’s arrival and sacked Smyth.Slim had under his
command in Burcorps an overwhelmingly Indian force. There were six battalions of British
infantry, all understrength. His gunners and sappers were Indian, as were the fifteen battalions,
many badly under strength, that made up most of the fighting element of his two divisions (1st
Burma Division at this point comprised the remnants of the Burma Rifles units—mostly hill
tribesmen—and two Indian battalions). The loss of Rangoon meant that there could be neither
reinforcement nor resupply, but Hutton and his chief supply officer, Major General Eric Goddard,
had the foresight to backload supplies from Rangoon to central and northern Burma (today
referred to as Upper Burma) so that Burcorps could sustain itself (barely) during its long fighting
retreat over the next two months.Slim had some other assets as well. Smyth’s successor in
command of 17th Indian Division was Major General D. T. “Punch” Cowan, who, like Slim, came
from 6th Gurkha Rifles. Cowan was a flexible and -forward-looking officer who would command
the division for the rest of the war. The 1st Burma Division was commanded by Major General J.



Bruce Scott, another 6th Gurkha. Slim and his two key subordinates all came from the same
regimental family, had known one another a long time, and worked smoothly together—an
invaluable asset in a precarious situation. Alexander, who had little to do with the handling of
Burcorps, had in addition to his charm and courage one character trait that was of great value to
Slim: he could recognize an able and determined subordinate and had the sense to sustain and
not interfere (it was to be the basis of his later successful partnership with Montgomery). Finally,
Slim had the 7th Armoured Brigade. The original “Desert Rats,” they had been among the
reinforcements flung into Rangoon at the last minute. In an army of mostly raw troops, the
armored brigade provided an invaluable veteran presence. It also, in an army deficient in signals,
gave Slim a reliable communications network. But perhaps the greatest of Burcorps’s assets
was Slim himself—tough, clear-sighted, indomitable. Many years later, he wrote a short essay
on generalship, which included this striking pen portrait, obviously based on his memories of
Burcorps:[The general] is short of sleep, he is tired, he is probably wet, his nose is running and a
sodden map is flapping about in his hands. Before him stand, in a rather forlorn group, some of
his staff, a couple of subordinate commanders convinced that whatever eventuates, they will
have the dirty work to do, and most embarrassing of all, an ally or two, oozing suspicion. If the
military situation is bad—and the odds are it will be—they will just stand looking at him, their
eyes all asking the same mute question “what do we do now?” . . . They want an answer and they
want it now. He knows, and they know that unless something pretty brisk and decisive is done
quickly neither he nor they will be there in a week’s time.9Acting boldly and decisively would
never be a problem for Slim—the need to do so was the lesson he had learned from his
experience at Gallabat. The suspicious allies he remembered were factors not entirely under his
control. There were two in Burma—the Chinese and the Americans—and the complications they
caused would plague Slim until 1945.Americans generally—and the Roosevelt administration in
particular—disapproved of the British Empire. A quite small but disproportionately influential
group of Americans—known as the “China Lobby”—were, however, strong supporters of the
Chinese Nationalist government of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, seeing China as a future
diplomatic partner (and a huge potential market). The United States was Chiang’s principal
foreign backer and supplier, pouring into Rangoon supplies that reached China by a rail and
road connection (the Burma Road), linking Lashio in northeastern Burma with Kunming in the
southwestern Chinese province of Yunnan. By the time Slim arrived on the scene, Rangoon had
already fallen, severing the supply line. US policy for the balance of the war would be focused
relentlessly on reopening overland communications with China (meanwhile, an air bridge—the
famous Hump airlift—was improvised to carry supplies from airfields in northeastern Assam in
India over some of the most forbidding terrain in the world to Kunming). The symbol of that US
determination to sustain China was Lieutenant General Joseph Stilwell, already in place as both
commanding general of the US Army’s newly created China-Burma-India (CBI) theater and, at
least notionally, chief of staff to the generalissimo in the latter’s capacity as commander in chief
of the Allies’ China theater. Much of this was political theater. Stilwell and Chiang hated each



other, and there was no Allied China theater—only the vast but ill-organized Chinese armies,
badly equipped, poorly trained, and often indifferently led, which Stilwell was supposed to
energize with US supplies, advice, and training. However fanciful American views of China may
have been, Stilwell’s appointment, and what it symbolized, had real and serious consequences
for the British, and especially for Slim, for the next two and a half years. At this point, the British
really did not yet have a strategy for their new war—they were focused on stemming the tide of
disaster and improvising a defense for India’s eastern frontier, never before considered a danger
point. The Americans had a clear (if misconceived) objective: sustain China with airborne
supplies and then reconquer Burma, or enough of it to connect the old Burma Road to a new
road from Ledo in Assam to Lashio and on to Kunming. Supplies formerly landed at Rangoon
could then arrive at Bombay or Calcutta and ultimately China by rail, river, and road. The
Americans also suspected (correctly) that the British shared neither their enthusiasm for China
nor their commitment to push supplies to the Chinese, regardless of cost. Stilwell was the
personification of US policy and suspicions. He had some talent as a combat commander but
little for high command and absolutely none for coalition warfare. Tactless, closed-minded, and
profane, he affected a “plain American tough guy” persona and nourished as well a deep,
irrational Anglophobia (“pig fuckers” was one of his more colorful descriptions of the British).
There was, however, method to the apparent madness of his appointment by George Marshall,
the US Army Chief of Staff. In Europe, where there was an agreed aim (if not a completely
agreed strategy) and Anglo-American cooperation was vital, Marshall would appoint the
charming, emollient Dwight Eisenhower. In the Asian war, where there was no agreement about
goals or strategies (and serious US doubts about British willingness to sustain China), Stilwell’s
brief was to see that US aims were never sidelined and US resources devoted solely to
achieving those aims. Slim’s description of an ally oozing suspicion was a considerable
understatement where Stilwell was concerned.During the two-month retreat, the burden of
dealing with Stilwell and the Chinese (whose troops had entered Burma early in the campaign to
assist in the defense of their vital link to the outside world) fell mostly to Alexander. His charm
and tact made him more successful with Americans than most senior British officers and had a
limited impact even on Stilwell. Slim’s interactions with Stilwell (both were, in effect, corps
commanders under Alexander) were relatively limited, but there was certainly enough for him to
take the measure of Stilwell: “He was two people, one when he had an audience, and quite a
different person when talking to you alone. . . . He was not a great soldier in the highest sense,
but he was a real leader in the field.”10 Their relations were eased by Slim’s recognition of
Stilwell’s qualities as a fighter, as well as his acknowledgment that the Chinese troops under
Stilwell’s somewhat nominal command (Chinese commanders checked with the generalissimo
before carrying out their American superior’s orders) could be, if properly led and equipped,
effective fighters. Perhaps what eased his relations with Stilwell most, however, was the fact that
he was clearly not cut from the same cloth as most British senior officers, and his voice and
manner did not ignite Stilwell’s perpetually simmering Anglophobia. During the retreat from



Burma, however, Stilwell was far from the most important of Slim’s worries.That retreat was a
close-run thing, teetering several times on the edge of disaster. Despite the foresight of Hutton
and Goddard, supplies were scarce and equipment almost impossible to replace; replacing
casualties was totally impossible. The sky belonged to the Japanese, the RAF, what there was
left of it, having been driven out of Burma. The countryside was hostile, the civil government
disintegrating, and ahead of and alongside the withdrawing troops was a horde of refugees,
frightened and often sick—the Indian population of Burma, established there under the auspices
of the British Raj and now fleeing both the Japanese and the hostility of the Burmese, who saw
them as the Raj’s collaborators. Three things brought Burcorps through: Slim’s determination
and leadership, the mobile firepower and communications of the armored brigade, and the
surprising resilience of his Indian and Gurkha battalions. Newly raised units with prewar regulars
spread very thin and already having endured a long withdrawal and multiple, occasionally
disastrous engagements prior to Slim’s arrival, his Indian Army formations pulled themselves
together repeatedly and fought well enough, often enough, to make a coherent retreat possible.
Burcorps marched into the Imphal Plain, in the Indian border state of Manipur, in May 1942,
having destroyed their remaining guns and vehicles, which they could not get across the
Chindwin River, the last barrier before they reached India. Their performance gave Slim not only
some consolation for defeat but also hope for a future when he might lead an army, better
trained and equipped, back into Burma.11Before that could happen, however, there were many
obstacles to surmount. The first of those was Lieutenant General Noel Irwin, the commander of
IV Corps, the formation responsible for the defense of India’s eastern frontier, suddenly the front
line in Britain’s war with Japan. Irwin in fact had been born in Assam, the sprawling province of
northeastern India, where his father had been a tea planter, but his career path was very
different from Slim’s. He was a British Army officer, from the Essex Regiment. A battalion of that
regiment had been a part of Slim’s 10th Indian Infantry Brigade and had, as noted, failed at
Gallabat, leading Slim to sack the commanding officer, a personal friend of Irwin’s, who felt that
Slim had cast a shadow on his regiment’s reputation. When Burcorps reached Imphal no
arrangements had been made to accommodate or refit its formations. Medical arrangements
were primitive, and there were no plans to give the troops much-needed leave. To some extent
this was explicable in terms of the state of communications to Imphal, which dangled at the very
end of a highly precarious supply line. Since the Indo-Burma frontier had never been regarded
as under threat, communications to it were correspondingly underdeveloped. In fact, the rough
track up which Burcorps had retreated from the Chindwin River to Imphal had only just been
completed by hastily impressed labor gathered from the tea plantations. If there is some excuse
for the primitive arrangements awaiting Burcorps at Imphal, there is none for Irwin’s behavior. He
made it plain that he thought Burcorps were poor soldiers and Slim himself responsible for the
loss of Burma. He flatly rejected Slim’s request for some leave for Burcorps’s regiments. Slim
and Irwin—who had a very bad temper—had a sharp confrontation in which Slim told Irwin that
he was out of touch with what had happened in Burma and added that Irwin’s behavior to



Burcorps was rude. Irwin’s reply will rank high in the annals of fatuous utterance: “I can’t be rude,
I’m senior!” His command now dissolved, Slim, exhausted, went on leave. He had been defeated
in the field in his first independent command, and his immediate superior had made it plain that
he had little regard for Slim as a soldier. When he handed over Burcorps and left Imphal, his
tattered soldiers cheered him. Neither Burma, nor Irwin, had seen the last of Slim.
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Captain K, “The Most Forgotten Corner of World War II. The rating will seem high for the casual
reader of military history. The narrative drags in places and there are no illustrations. However,
there are so few books about this forgotten corner of World War II that I very much welcomed
learning anything about it, and the story of how the British Indian army turned itself around and
undid a series of defeat after defeat is fascinating.”

Old dog, “Searchlight into neglected histories of India and Burma Conflict in WWII. The absence
of maps, particularly showing locales where major events took place is a big handicap. Clearly a
worthwhile provider of information on an area neglected by the American press and viewpoint.
Particularly interesting is the 'end' of the hot heads who started WWII in the Pacific by invading
China on their own. Oliver North was a boy scout compared to these maniacs who drove Japan
to destruction.”

Robert L Hunt, “would have been better with useful maps--especially absent was a detailed view
of .... would have been better with useful maps--especially absent was a detailed view of Kohima
area. Author spends more time explaining the development of the Indian Army--and Churchill's
antipathy toward it.”

Rama K. Rao, “Fabulous book that rectifies the WW2 airbrushing, from history, of Gen Slim's
Indian Army in crushing the Japanese Army. Review of Prof. Raymond Callahan “ Triumph at
Imphal Kohima – How the Indian Army finally stopped the Japanese Army juggernaut’Finally, a
marvelous military history that sheds light on a forgotten Army commanded by a brilliant General
– Field Marshal Slim. This history rectifies the airbrushing of a valiant army’s campaigns that
pushed the Japanese Army out of Burma, by most US/UK military historians of WW2 . As this
may have been led potentially by Sir Winston Churchill’ antagonism or racism towards all things
Indian, especially the Indian Army - it makes this book a valuable addition to an WW2 library.
(Did Winston Churchill really respond to Auk’s request for modern equipment for the Indian Army
by saying “How do you know they wouldn’t turn and fire the wrong way’. This on top of his belief
that the “Raj was a welter of latitude and inefficiency”). This historical piece is amongst the very
many vignettes that Prof Callahan has described in his book that has shed a welcome light on a
forgotten campaign to the detriment to the reputation of a valiant army which sacrificed so much
defending the Crown.Prof Callahan’s book also covers the entire environment that operated
during that period – the obstacles that Field Marshal Slim faced in turning his defeat into victory,
the US/UK politics in particular the implacable Anglo-phobia of Gen. Stilwell, the rebuilding of
the Indian Army, the sad class divide between the British Army and the Indian Army and the
expansion from the racist “martial races” theory implemented pre- WW2 and the inclusion of
other Indian soldiers who convincingly demonstrated their valor during this bloody campaign.
What Prof Callahan has achieved by this book is a marvelous tour de force of the battle theater



and to the uninitiated, an impressive description of the Indian Army in handling the prejudices of
their British Army colleagues. Furthermore, he highlights that sacrifices made by the Indian
Army – which was the largest volunteer army numbering 2.58million men and won the most VCs
compared to other Dominions. The scope of the war support by undivided India was such that it
was highly instrumental to Britain winning the war. All this done in a crisp and pithy manner!He
does not gloss over the deficiencies, as his description of the1st Sikh Light Infantry’s training in
Jan 1941 shows and will shock; “for sniper training air rifles purchased in the local bazaar and for
the first battalion exercise had the unit armed with bamboo poles- that usually supported
mosquito netting. Many British Home Guards units were better equipped”. Or his description of
the Battle of Sangshak which is less well known than the Battle of Kohima. At this battle Prof
Callahan writes ” the stand of the 50th Parachute Brigade for which the over worked adjective
“heroic” is appropriate…the Indian parachute battalion lost 80% of its strength”!He sketched
other battles with a crisp realism that targets the heroism and the odds under which the
defenders fought. It’s a miracle that the Indian Army won which rested so much on the military
leadership of Field Marshal Slim – which may have made the differenceIf peanuts were made
famous by the defense of Bastogne by the Americans, then the time has come to make walnuts
famous as Field Marshal Slim’s description of his strategy was to crush the Japanese Army like
a pile driver decimates a walnut. That was the fate of the Japanese Army once Slim’s forces
went on the offensive after stopping the Japanese army on the doorsteps of India.For the lay non
military reader a fabulous book and no library - personal or professional- ought to be without a
copy of itFor the future having detailed maps and a section on the VCs won could help following
the battles even more.”

S. Grant, “A new insight into WWII. This is an excellent read. I recommend it to anyone
interested in the history of WWII.”

Albert A. Nofi, “The Greatest Victory of the Army of the Raj. An excerpt from the review on
StrategyPage:'Callahan attributes the roots of the Indian Army’s initial failures against the
Japanese early in the war primarily to an overly rapid expansion coupled with a low priority for
equipment. He demonstrates how leaders like Slim literally rebuilt the Indian Army over about
six months in 1943, turning it into one of the finest in the world. Callahan gives us glimpses of
many of the principal actors in the campaign, Slim of course, as well as Ord Wingate and
Joseph Stilwell, who are cut down a bit, and many others, including Churchill, Chiang, and even
Gandhi.'For the full review, see StrategyPage”

soulagesscarlett, “Tribute if the forgotten army. Made the hand to hand nature of this war a
reality”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. good back ground on the entire battle.”
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